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ivano iseppi and steFan kuRath  
distanced themselves FRom the swiss 
autobahn’s usual ‘heidiland aRchitec-
tuRe’ and set new standaRds FoR 
Resting in a mobile societY.

text Katharina marchall 
photos thomaS drexel

Coming from the national motorway near  
thusis, switzerland, the driver exits the 
roundabout and heads directly to the end of 
the convolution of a building clad in corrugated 
steel. in the foreground is an inconspicuous 
car park; in the background a view to a sub-
lime mountain backdrop and the entrance  
to the world-renowned viamala Gorge. the 
service area’s special location benefits not 
only fast traffic: a promenade for hikers,  

bikers, coaches and horseback riders leads 
directly past the building, which certainly 
doesn’t confine itself to the functions of  
stopping for snacks, taking a toilet break or 
filling up the petrol tank. 
 to gain some insight, architects ivano 
iseppi and stefan kurath thoroughly 
researched the most important rest areas  
in switzerland’s Graubünden region and the 
highway connections in nearby border areas. 
this gave the team a picture of the spectrum 
of the stereotypical imitations of swiss  
culture, all the way to the purely functional 
petrol station. For the viamala rest area in 
thusis, the core concept was ‘from the region, 
with the region’. the tent-like roof’s zigzag 
form reaches to the ground, imitating the 
scenery of the mountain landscape. the open-
ings on the ends of the cross-shaped floor plan 

allow views in all four directions. the spatial 
segmentation clearly divides the functions of 
petrol station and restaurant into two areas. 
the last bend of the petrol-station roof 
ascends for higher trucks, then descends 
again against the building. a second entrance 
leads directly into the restaurant’s entrance 
area. uniform spruce-wood cladding connects 
shop, eating area and foyer into one flowing 
space. spherical lighting over the bar empha-
sizes the centre of the seamlessly interlocking 
space, while linear neon lamps arrange the 
side wings and the overhead lighting over the 
entrance supports the space’s height. 
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